
FTER running some decent races

in defeat this term, Frankuus

returned to winning ways at

Haydock on August 12. The grey Frankel

colt turned in a sparkling performance in

landing the Group 3 Rose of Lancaster

Stakes for owners Hussain Lootah and

Ahmad Al Shaikh.

The colt won twice at Haydock as a

juvenile before landing the Group 3 Prix

de Condé at Chantilly last October. He

was then beaten into eighth in the

Criterium de Saint-Cloud, a Group 1 event

over 10 furlongs in which he was followed

home by subsequent Derby winner, Wings

of Eagles. His best efforts this year have

been when he was beaten five lengths by

Permian in the ‘Ascot Derby’ and when

finishing second behind the progressive

Defoe in the Listed Glasgow Stakes at

Hamilton.

The Rose of Lancaster Stakes was

established at Haydock in 1986, where it

was originally known as the Summer

Trophy and enjoyed Listed status. It was

promoted to Group 3 status and changed

its name to the Rose of Lancaster Stakes in

1989. It is run over a mile, two furlongs

and 100 yards. 

This year’s renewal, run in good to soft

conditions, attracted a field of 11 colts and

A
geldings, with four three-year-olds taking

on their elders. The Classic generation

have fared best in this race over the years,

winning 17 out of 30 renewals. Market

leader was the progressive, and hitherto

unbeaten, three-year-old Pivotal colt,

Laaraib. Among the older horses, the six-

time winner Mount Logan looked a

formidable rival after a decent third in the

Fred Archer Stakes at Newmaket in July.

Undiminished

Joe Fanning took the ride on Frankuus,

and the jockey treated us to a particularly

fine example of his forte. This was, par

excellence, a classic demonstration of

“Fanning fom the Front.” Sending

Frankuus to the head of affairs from the

start, Fanning dictated the pace

throughout. Turning for home, he pushed

the colt into a lead of three lengths, and,

remarkably, the margin was largely

undiminished as Frankuus passed the

furlong marker.

Suddenly, Mount Logan emerged out of

the pack as a real danger. Throughout the

final 100 yards, the six-year-old appeared

to be gaining on the Kingsley Park colt

with every stride, but Fankuus responded

gamely to score by three-

Group 3 for Frankuus
quarters of a length, with Laaraib fully

five lengths back in third.

“It’s nice to get another Group race

under his belt,” said a delighted Mark after

the race.

“It has been frustrating for Frankuus’

owners. On paper he had a little bit to find,

but he’d won here before and handles soft

ground, so we knew conditions were right

for him.”

This was Frankuus’s fourth career

success and, having run so well last

October, connections may wish to plan an

autumn campaign for him.

For jockey Joe Fanning, it was the third

day in a row that he landed the feature

race at a meeting – travelling the length

and breadth of the country to land the

Challenge Cup at Brighton on Thursday

and the Archerfield Cup at Musselburgh

on Friday.

For both Mark and Joe, Frankuus’ win

saw them make history of their own in the

race. Mark joined Sir Michael Stoute and

Marcus Tregoning as Leading Trainer in

the race, following on the success of

Mister Monet in 2004 and Jukebox Jury in

2009. Joe joined Richard Hills as Leading

Jockey on three wins, having partnered

Mister Monet and Amralah (for Mick

Channon) in 2014.
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